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It is with great pleasure to write a letter of recommendation for Joe Kenney and his "Craz-zy
Critters". Joe was kind enough to join us at a Blockbuster party celebrating the opening of
the "Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull" on May 22, 2008. We first came across
Joe's reptile expertise in the Boston Globe where he was stated to be the "modern-day Dr.
Doolittle." We also read in his local newspaper, the Abington Mariner, that his display at a local
function was packed with children eager to get a look at his exotic reptiles. We thought Joe
would be a perfect fit for our Blockbuster party seeing as the Indiana Jones series is well known
for having unique animals in the films.
The moment Joe took out his first iguana, he captured the attention of every individual that
walked in the store, including the entire Blockbuster staff, the street team from Jam'n 94.5, and
both Stephanie and myself. We were absolutely blown away by his extensive knowledge of
every animal he brought into the store. When someone asked about an animal, whether it was
about the animals' native land, eating habits, temperament or behavior, Joe had all the answers
and more!
In addition, Joe handled the animals with the utmost care and caution. He made sure to take out
only one animal at a time so he could keep track of them all. Joe has raised his animals so well
that he was able to let people pet and hold the lizard, iguanas and tortoise that he brought along.
Even though Joe is fairly young, his knowledge and level of expertise with his animals is
unprecedented. I have never met anyone with nearly as much passion and dedication as Joe
has for his animals. He went above and beyond what I had expected for this event
I could not have asked for the event to run any smoother. Joe and his helpers (his younger
brother and father) arrived in plenty of time before the event in order to set up. Once the event
began, there was no stopping Joe. He was attentive when people were asking questions and
made sure to give them an accurate and complete answer. Joe managed his time wisely
throughout the event to make sure that people had time with every animal.
I strongly recommend Joe Kenney and his "Craz-zy Critters" for educational and entertainment
purposes at future festivals, parties or any other event suitable for reptiles.
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